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§53 remind・remember・remain 

3377 Please do not (      ) me of that awful day. 

①recollect ②recover ③remember ④remind 〈金城学院大〉 

3378 Please remember (      ) me up at five o’clock tomorrow 

morning. 

①to wake  ②waking  

③to be awake  ④being awake 〈愛知工業大〉 

3379 Please (      ) me to take an umbrella when I leave home 

tomorrow morning. 

①remove ②remember ③remind ④recall 〈神戸学院大〉 

3380 Could you (      ) buy some eggs at the supermarket? 

①remember me to  ②remind me to  

③remember me of ④remind me of 〈福岡大〉 

3381 You must keep in mind that the assignment is due on 

Friday. 

①remember ②remind ③respect ④resume 〈国士舘大〉 

3382 After the flood nothing (      ) of the house. 

①rescued  ②remained  

③reminded  ④returned 〈愛知医科大〉 

3383 I (      ) to visit Milan again during this winter vacation. 

①remember me for my promise  

②remember myself of my promise 

③remind myself of my promise  

④remind me of my promise  〈上智大〉 
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3384 Please (      ) me that I have a five-o’clock appointment 

today. I’m afraid I might forget it. 

①remember  ②memorize  

③recognize  ④remind 〈東京電機大〉 

3385 Please (      ) all of your belongings with you when you get 

out of the taxi. 

①remind of taking  ②remember taking  

③remind for taking  ④remember to take 〈東洋大〉 

3386 The boy (      ) quiet for his first week at school, and then 

started talking. 

①reminded  ②was remained  

③was reminded  ④remained 〈東京経済大〉 

3387 I don’t (      ) the story he told me. 

①remember ②remind ③learn ④interest 〈流通科学大〉 

3388 It remains (      ) whether the plan will have a positive 

effect on the failing economy. 

①to see ②to be seen ③seeing ④seen 〈青山学院大〉 

3389 There are a lot of traditional cities in Japan. What do you 

(      ) Nara with? 

①remind ②remember ③associate ④foresee 〈名古屋学芸大〉 

3390 He (      ) me to his grandmother. 

①reminded  ②recalled  

③remembered  ④remained 〈西南学院大〉 
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3391 The professor (      ) poor and single all his life. 

①remained ②lived ③reminded ④relieved 〈中京大〉 

3392 I never look at this photograph without being (      ) my 

high school days. 

①remembered  ②remembered of 

③reminded  ④reminded of 〈青山学院大〉 

3393 The reason for his death (      ) unknown. 

①tells ②swears ③remembers ④remains 〈亜細亜大〉 

3394 The window (      ) open. 

①remained  ②reminded  

③remembered  ④repeated  〈大阪学院大〉 

3395 There are still many (      ) problems that need to be solved 

in order to make this research project a huge success. 

①reminding  ②reminded  

③remaining  ④remained 〈北里大〉 

3396 I still remember (      ) my first bicycle 20 years ago. 

①buy ②buying ③have bought ④to buy  〈北里大〉 

3397 I (      ) I had seen the movie when I was in elementary 

school. 

①recalled ②reminded ③reviewed ④wondered〈学習院大〉 

3398 Please be (      ) that an extra charge will be added to the 

amount if you order another drink.   

①awareness ②remembered 

③consciously ④reminded 


